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“Transforming
America”

Kay C. James
Former Virginia Secretary of Health
and Human Resources

K

ay C. James was appointed by
Virginia Governor George Allen
as secretary of the U.S. Department
of Health and Human Resources in
1994. In this position, which she
held until January 1, 1996, she had
responsibility for fourteen state
agencies and nearly twenty thousand employees.
She has also served
as senior vice president of the Family
Research Council, associate director of the
White House Office of
National Drug Control
Policy, assistant secretary for public affairs
at the U.S. Department
of Health and Human
Services, and as a
member of the National Commission on
Children and the White
House Task Force on
the Black Family.
Mrs. James has published two books: an autobiography
entitled Never Forget (1993) and
Transforming America: From the
Inside Out (1995).

Hillsdale College, Hillsdale, Michigan 49242

What do we do about the breakdown of the traditional family and the precarious future of our
children? Perhaps no one has provided a more
thoughtful–or provocative–answer to this question than Virginia’s Secretary of Health and
Human Services Kay C. James. She delivered these
remarks, based on her recent book Transforming
America: From the Inside Out, at Hillsdale College’s
Shavano Institute for National Leadership seminar, “Educating for Virtue,” in October 1995 in
Coeur d’Alene, Idaho.

A

n old African proverb has been the mainstay
of liberal social science conferences for years:
It takes a village to raise a child. Not surprisingly, even First Lady Hillary Clinton is
using it in her forthcoming book. Its message seems
clear: We are all in this together. Three fundamental problems arise with the use of this proverb. First,
children do not belong to the village or to the community or to the government. They belong to parents
and the village exists as a resource for these families.
Second, even if we did believe this to be true, the village no longer exists. And third, what the village liberals seek to build is, in truth, simply big government.
The proverb summons up a cozy image of all the
different segments of society gathering around the
innocent babe, protecting it, teaching it, loving it.
And as the child grows, the village grows with it.
The village is there to guide the child on life’s path.
The village is there for the child should the child
fall. The village is where all the children will eventually marry and have children of their own, completing a cycle of harmony and knowledge. In trying to name this village, I hope the social scientists
considered “Potemkin” because, just as the Soviets
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playgrounds, public assistance and private
used the original Potemkin villages–which were
concern–will never be enough.”
complete shams–to mask the disharmony of their
society, this village suffers from incurable dysfuncUnfortunately, rather than work to rebuild the viltion.
lage, we have instead taken the broken bricks of famIt seems that the more our families disintegrate,
ilies, the mortar of cultural institutions, and the steel
the more violence explodes in our homes and on
of houses of worship and used them to build up Town
our streets, the more our schools fail the grade, the
Hall. Too many of our “leaders” confidently make
more this old proverb is repeated. Conference after
the claim that where our community has failed, govconference, talk after talk, and book after book have
ernment can and should step in. But reflect upon the
discussed the importance of the village in raising
state of our community today and you will see what
children. It is really quite simple, we are told: If
I mean: Town Hall has been a poor replacement for
only the village would meet its responsibility to its
the institution that makes up a village.
children, all would be well. Children would no
Not only is Town Hall a poor replacement, it has
longer grow up insecure or worried; they would be
played a major role in destroying the village.
well adjusted, well developed, and full of healthy
Dependency upon what government offers–whether
self-esteem. What a wonderful world it would be....
empty rights or degrading welfare–has robbed us of
When I was raised, the community supported the
the drive so necessary to sustain and strengthen the
family and helped when help was needed. But can
institutions of the village.
we say the same today? Where once neighbors and
friends comprised a community, now we are afraid
to walk down our own street. Where once the only
Failed Policies for a
way to meet the enormous challenges of being black
in America meant reliance upon fellow African
Failed Premise
Americans, today the rate of black-on-black violence has reached epidemic
he village cannot raise
proportions. Previously, famia child. Children do not
lies facing hard times could
belong to the commu“The village canrely upon relatives and friends
nity. Children belong to
to help make it; today the sight
the parents who tuck them in at
not raise a child.
of homeless men, women, and
night, wipe away their tears, feed
Children do not
even children is all too comthem, and guide them through
mon.
The village can ultimately
belong to the com- life.
What does this say about
complement or undermine the
our village? It says it is gone;
lessons and values of home. If
munity. Children
that it has been utterly and
the experience of the past thirty
completely destroyed. Worse,
years, current research, and the
belong to the parall of the effort and money that
observations of individuals like
ents who tuck
has been thrown at our social
former Vice President Quayle
problems has done little to halt
have taught us anything, it is
them in at night,
its destruction.
that stable, intact, two-parent
Ironically, the architect of so
families are the foundation for a
wipe away their
much of this failed social
healthy village. As Pope John
experimentation, President
Paul II notes, “The first and funtears, feed them,
Lyndon B. Johnson, recognized
damental structure for ‘human
and guide them
both the problem and the soluecology’ is the family, in which
tion thirty years ago when he
man receives his first ideas about
through life.”
stated:
truth and goodness and learns
what it means to love and be
“The family is the cornerloved, and thus what it means to be a person.”
stone of our society. More than any other
But what would happen to a child who grows up
force, it shapes the attitudes, the hopes, the
believing in this village–that whole families are not
ambitions, and the values of the child. And
important and that the village will care for him and
when the family collapses it is the children
give him identity?
that are usually damaged. When it happens
What would happen to the village if churches
on a massive scale, the community itself is
taught that truth does not exist–that God is really
crippled. So, unless we work to strengthen the
just the creation of a species of animals desperate to
family, to create conditions under which most
justify their own existence–and that what you
parents will stay together, all the rest–schools,
believe does not have to impact how you behave? I
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public policies have fostered welfare dependency,
think that the church would have very little releencouraged promiscuous behavior, and empowered
vance to the lives of the children and that they
criminals instead of citizens.
would seek meaning and sigAlong with the gradual banknificance in marches, cults,
rupting
of our government, we
and communes.
“We need to get
are witnessing the weakening
What would happen to the
of our corporate ability to fight
village if we decided to redefine
out of our easy
off societal infections such as
families rather than rebuild
chairs–love and disviolence, hopelessness, hatred,
them? Research tells us and
and despair.
experience shows us that we
cipline our children, promiscuity,
These “infections” are not new
would gradually see the demise
problems; many have been
of the two-parent family, as
be involved in our
with us for centuries.
well as a rapid rise in the numProportionally, some may even
ber of out-of-wedlock births,
schools, be faithful
be less of a problem today than
abortions, abused and abanto the call of God in they were one hundred or one
doned children, increased
thousand years ago. However,
criminal activity, and lower
our lives, be ethical
our ability to withstand these
educational outcomes.
infections is dramatically
What would happen if the
in our businesses,
reduced by the destruction of
little red schoolhouse in the
the traditional reaffirming
village started teaching that
and be involved in
institutions of the village. In a
children should be judged not
our communities.”
sense, we are battling a culturby what they learn in reading,
al form of AIDS.
writing, and arithmetic, but by
Just as the HIV virus attacks
social outcomes such as how
those parts of the human body that defend against
well they get along with the other children and how
disease, so, too, has this cultural virus attacked what
well they display the attitudes and behavior that the
19th-century French observer Alexis de Tocqueville
educational establishment decides are important?
called the “values-generating” or values-defending
Our children would grow up preoccupied about
institutions of society–the vital components of the
their self-esteem but ultimately unable to function
village. Steadily, we have seen the most important
and without the learning tools to compete in the libinstitutions of society systematically weakened.
eral’s global village.
Individuals, families, communities, churches, and
What would happen to the village if the most
schools are all less healthy in 1995 than they were
important institution of society, the one upon which
ten, fifteen, or thirty years ago. While for all the
everyone depends, were the government? It is plainobvious reasons we certainly do not want to go back
ly evident that government would grow and grow
thirty years, we do want to keep those things that are
and grow. The Town Hall would dominate the cengood, honest, virtuous, and sustaining. Those
ter of our villages, taking more ownership over all
things should remain the same yesterday, today, and
aspects of our lives–perhaps even telling us what
tomorrow. Those things give us hope and meaning.
kind of medical treatment we may have or where we
However, like the “opportunistic infections” that
should send our children for day care. And, in
infect the human body, the village is being ravaged
doing so, it would consume more personal income
by infections that numb the senses–murders, rapes,
and create an exploding deficit.
thefts, rampant promiscuity, and moral relativism.
For those who doubt, watch just one segment of
Misguided
CNN’s Headline News. Flip through just one issue
of Time or Newsweek. Page through just one ediCompassion
tion of your morning newspaper. Listen to the
morning news on your radio when you drive to work
hat would happen if all of these things
or clean the house. And if you want to see what is to
occurred at the same time? Today in
come, listen to some of the popular songs on the
America, we are seeing the answer to
radio. Watch some of the movies at the cinema. I
that question played out in front of our
guarantee that what you will see, hear, and read will
very eyes. Just look to our nation’s cities–the great
frighten you. And well it should.
laboratories for this social experimentation. Liberal
theology has undermined our faith and destroyed
the traditional role of churches. Liberal education
policies have ravaged our public schools. Liberal
social policies have sabotaged our families. Liberal
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Real Solutions
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that can give hope to disconnected urban youths,
that can help a husband love his wife, that can
teach a child honesty and integrity. That is because
such a program does not exist. The only place
where such an effort can happen is in our homes,
and in our communities, and in our churches.
Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan knew this when
he said two centuries after Paine: “Government cannot provide values to persons who have none or who
have lost those they had. It cannot provide inner
peace. It can provide outlets for moral energies, but
it cannot create those energies.”

o those who say that the solutions to our
problems lie somewhere in the political
arena, somewhere in the economic arena,
somewhere in just educating people,
somewhere in the crime bill, somewhere in health
care reform, or somewhere in public policy, I say
the reality could not be more different or more difficult!
The real solutions are not political. The political system is but a subset of the culture and only
affects certain areas. It will not fundamentally
change this country, or bring it back to where it
Cultural Renewal
needs to be. If only it were that simple. We should
remember abolitionist Frederick Douglass’s admoeal change must still come from the
nition that “the life of the nation is secure only
transformed hearts and souls of individuwhile the nation is honest, truthful and virtuous.”
als. There is a great danger that you and
Just as the medical researchers of today are seekI will once again be lulled into thinking
ing ways to build up the cells that prevent infectious
that we will do our part by voting for the right peodiseases from attacking the body, so, too, we must
ple and promoting conservative public policies. We
seek to rebuild our social immune system–those
will feel that we can now sit back and watch these
cultural institutions that have protected us. That
people write new laws, correct faulty policies, and
means some pretty tough medicine for all of us. It
get our country back on track.
means that we must be people of virtue. The botOur charge is actually the opposite. If there is
tom line is this: We need to get out of our easy
one thing that the elections of 1992 and 1994 have
chairs–love and discipline our children, be
made abundantly clear, it is that now is the time for
involved in our schools, be faithful to the call of
people of character to become agents for cultural
God in our lives, be ethical in our businesses, and
change. For thirty years, we have been told by govbe involved in our communities. Doing these
ernment that we should just send them our money
things is the only way we can reclaim our culture
and get out of the way. In 1994 we said, “Quit takand rebuild our corporate viling our money, and get out of our
lage and therefore our counway!” Now, we must follow
try...from the inside out.
through.
“ When you look
When you look back at
President John F. Kennedy’s
major cultural shifts and social
famous
challenge to “ask not
back at major culreforms in our history, they were
what your country can do for
usually started by one person or
tural shifts and
you, but what you can do for your
a small group of people. Even
country” should be the motto for
social reforms in
the birth of this great nation
the GOP’s Contract with America.
had its roots in a small band of
While the Contract does indeed
our history, they
patriots who believed fervently
tell us what the priorities will be
in the everlasting principles of
for the new majority party in
were usually
freedom.
Congress, the real message of the
The effort needed to rebuild
started by one
1994 elections is a recognition of
the village is not one for the
the proper, and limited, role of
person, or a small
weak or the timid. We are
government.
engaged in a life-or-death strugthan two hundred years
group of people.” ago,More
gle that will require people who
our Founding Fathers graphave the spirit of the three hunpled with the idea of federalism
dred men of Gideon–people
as they began what we call today the “American
who will go down to the water and not take their
Experiment.” While they recognized the necessity of
eyes off the battle.
local and even national government, they also
Pamphleteer of the American Revolution Tom
desired to create in the New World a system of govPaine remarked, “When we are planning for posernment that cherishes the individual rights
terity, we ought to remember that virtue is not
bestowed by our Creator and ensures that governhereditary.” The government has not yet invented
ment intrusion will be minimized.
a program, a piece of legislation, or a department
4
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carry out a strategy for cultural change. Cultural
change must be fought for and won in our homes,
in our schools, on Main Street, even in our places of
worship. The only reason to rebuild the village is to
solidify those non-governmental institutions that
support and offer resources to the family. True cultural change will inoculate us when political
change threatens our values.

In the thirty years since President Kennedy
uttered his challenge, Americans have not had to
consider what they could do for their country outside of national defense and taxes. Instead, the federal government has told us over and over again
what it could do for us. When it told us that it could
replace the obligation of families and communities
to individuals in need, we accepted this thing called
“welfare.” When government told us that education
should be administered by the federal government
and that schools, rather than parents, should teach
sexual education and other behavior modification
instead of how to read and write and think, we
accepted that. And when the government told us
that unchecked spending was necessary and that it
planned to increase the government’s share of every
taxpayer’s income, we even accepted that.
Today, we know the full cost of ceding our
responsibilities to the federal government. Despite
the best intentions of those who created these policies, the government cannot be our parents, cannot
teach our children about responsibility and character, cannot regulate individual behavior, and
cannot create entrepreneurial opportunities. Education
author Charles
Sykes calls our government system
“the nanny state,”
but I think that
“pappy state” is
more apt since the
government
today is
raising
millions of
children at
debilitating cost to
both the recipients and taxpayers
alike because so many
fathers neither want to be nor are encouraged to be
responsible.
The cultural and political change we are discussing requires two very different yet complementary strategies. While our political leaders in
Washington consider redefining the role of government, we must continue to be vigilant in our homes
and communities. We must continue to support
and work for candidates who share our values; we
must voice our opinions on important issues; and
we must vote. All these things are necessary and
non-negotiable to transform our nation.
But these are merely actions in the political
realm. It is equally important that we develop and

A Personal Contract
with America

T

he challenge today is indeed to ask what we
can do for our country, for our communities, and for our families. Instead of waiting for political change to occur in
Washington and our state capitals, we must have a
Personal Contract with America–one that renews
our individual obligations in a just society. For only
by embracing our core beliefs and working for
change in each of our lives can we truly see cultural regeneration.
That means that we, not the government, must
take care of our neighbors. When it comes to welfare, we are the ones who must give sacrificially of
our time and money. Churches will be called
upon to become even more relevant to the
world in which they exist. In this renewal
of self-government, it will once
again be individuals of
character who will
be called upon to
lead the way.

Our Personal Contract must be threefold. It
must also be a corollary to our political contract. It
must begin with our relationship with God, continue in our families, and extend to every institution in
our community. In each area, we must take full
responsibility and not surrender to the weakness of
assigning blame to others.
1. Transforming our relationship with God: In
order to bring about change in a sick culture, we
must be a strong and fortified people–a people who
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Hillsdale Presents the
Adam Smith Award

Kevin Freeman, founder of the former
Adam Smith Foundation, Jack Burns,
Burns Brothers Inc., chairman, and
George Roche, president of Hillsdale College,
at the Shavano Institute for National
Leadership seminar, “Educating for
Virtue,” in Coeur d’ Alene, Idaho.

The Award is a bronze statue of “The Sower,” beautifully executed by Hillsdale College’s resident sculptor
and faculty member, Tony Frudakis. The figure is
inspired by the biblical passage from the Book of
Matthew: “A man sowed his seed. And as he sowed,
some seed fell on good soil and produced a crop,
some a hundredfold.” Throughout our Western culture, the Parable of the Sower has symbolized man’s
industry and productivity and his ability to bring
forth that which is the best within us.

The Adam Smith Award is presented to individuals like Mr. Burns who defend the ideas,
principles, and values that the 18th-century
economist Adam Smith outlined so forcefully
in The Wealth of Nations, which was published in 1776 and which became the intellectual justification for our nation’s free
economy.

6

But if we begin to transform our communities–house
by house and street by street–America will eventually
become the nation we all desire it to be.

understand both who we are and whose we are. If we
are anemic and weak, we will be ineffective, or worse
yet, destroyed. We must commit to transforming our
relationship with God through prayer, fasting, fellowship, and study–so that we may be equipped to run
the race set before us.

I would be the first to admit that the price of freedom is high. But its rewards cannot be equalled. As
Tuskegee Institute founder Booker T. Washington
proclaimed in his famous Atlanta Exposition address,
“It is important and right that all privileges of the
law be ours, but it is vastly more important that we be
prepared for the exercise of these privileges.” It is
time that we embrace freedom and the responsible
behavior it demands.
In developing and implementing our renewed
social contract, we should remember that cultural
change is neither quickly nor easily achieved. In
some cases, it can only be measured in generations.
But the first steps–rebuilding our families and the
cultural institutions of our village–must begin
today. And, while the cost is high, the result will be
the real transformation of America.

2. Transforming our family: The prophet
Nehemiah reminds us to start with individuals and
with families. I am convinced that if I saved every
“at-risk” youth in America and lost one of my own, I
would have failed in my primary mission. I am
reminded of the old adage that “the family is the
original Department of Health, Education and
Welfare.” You and I must raise children of valor who
can distinguish right from wrong, truth from lies,
and appreciate the nobility of a life of courage, honesty and integrity. Only in this way can we truly
secure the future of this nation.
3. Transforming our community: It is very tempting to seek to save the world while our next-door
neighbor is hurting, while homeless people live on
our city streets, while a sick friend is struggling to
live, or while racist attitudes exist in our community.
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THE LEARNING EXPERIENCE OF A LIFETIME...
TO COMPLEMENT A LIFETIME OF LEARNING
HILLSDALE HOSTEL 1996 TOPIC:

EXPLORING THE ROOTS OF OUR LIBERTY
We invite you to attend the 1996 Hillsdale Hostel, a unique learning
vacation. Spend a week on our beautiful campus with some of Hillsdale
College's most distinguished professors exploring the great ideas that are
the foundation of our society.

TO RECEIVE A
FREE BROCHURE
PLEASE CALL
SANDI HENRY AT

800-334-8904
Hillsdale Hostel
programs will be
held on:
June 23-29,
July 7-13,
July 28-August 3.
Reserve
your place now.

Come and enjoy a
special time of
enrichment and
reflection. Revitalize
your intellectual life.
Refresh your
understanding of the
basic truths of
Western civilization.
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